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Moody’s Analytics Tops Five
Categories in CeFPro™ Fintech Leaders
Report
NEW YORK, January 28, 2020 – Moody’s Analytics, a global provider of financial
intelligence, has earned the #1 ranking in five categories in the new Center for Financial
Professionals (CeFPro) Fintech Leaders 2020 report:
• Balance Sheet Management
• Credit Risk
• Model Risk
• Regulatory Reporting
• Stress Testing
We are the only firm to rank #1 in five of the report’s thirty individual categories. The report
also features a “Top 50 Overall Ecosystem Rankings,” in which we rank #5.
“We’re honored to be recognized in CeFPro’s Fintech Leaders report,” said Andy Frepp,
Executive Director at Moody’s Analytics. “We build modular and scalable technology
solutions that harness our industry-leading data and analytics, all with the goal of helping
customers make better, faster decisions. This strong showing validates our efforts and
highlights our extensive capabilities.”
“FinTech Leaders places Moody’s Analytics in pole position in no less than five categories
and this can be considered an endorsement by the industry, with an impressive overall
ranking of fifth in the FinTech Leaders Ecosystem,” said Andreas Simou, Managing Director,
CeFPro. “The votes cast by the industry that resulted in their first-place rankings reflect the
breadth of Moody’s Analytics offerings.”
CeFPro’s research and analysis team surveyed finance, technology, operations, risk, legal, and
compliance professionals to decide the category rankings. Votes and follow-up interviews by
CeFPro’s Fintech Leaders Advisory Board (listed in the report) followed, with final review by
the Managing Director of CEFPro. The overall rankings were based on votes cast for
individual categories.

Our performance in the CeFPro report follows a banner year for Moody’s Analytics
technology solutions in 2019. Six category wins in the 2019 Risk Technology Awards were
among more than 50 awards we won last year. View the full list of our awards and industry
accolades.
Moody’s Analytics, Moody’s, and all other names, logos, and icons identifying Moody’s Analytics and/or its products
and services are trademarks of Moody’s Analytics, Inc. or its affiliates. Third-party trademarks referenced herein are
the property of their respective owners.

About Moody’s Analytics
Moody’s Analytics provides financial intelligence and analytical tools to help business leaders
make better, faster decisions. Our deep risk expertise, expansive information resources, and
innovative application of technology help our clients confidently navigate an evolving
marketplace. We are known for our industry-leading and award-winning solutions, made up
of research, data, software, and professional services, assembled to deliver a seamless
customer experience. We create confidence in thousands of organizations worldwide, with
our commitment to excellence, open mindset approach, and focus on meeting customer
needs. For more information about Moody’s Analytics, visit our website or connect with us
on Twitter and LinkedIn.
Moody's Analytics, Inc. is a subsidiary of Moody's Corporation (NYSE: MCO). Moody’s
Corporation reported revenue of $4.4 billion in 2018, employs approximately 10,900 people
worldwide and maintains a presence in 44 countries.
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